
Soap Making at Graeme Park 

Program Proposal: Living History activity to do while on-site during Living History Sundays 

 

Goals: 

• Deliver a high value program for the visitors the visitors to Graeme Park that instills a 

desire to return for future events and program. 

• Allow our volunteers to develop and exercise their skills as reenactors, historical 

interpreters, historical researchers, and educators by creating roles for all volunteers 

who wish to participate in this program (not just the organizers). 

• Develop a program that can be easily replicated year after year by Graeme Park 

volunteers. 

 

Limitations: 

• Keep overall timeline short.  The entire program must fit within the current program 

guidance for “Living History Sundays” meaning set-up, program, and clean-up should 

occur within a six hour window at most. 

Speakers’ Notes for Interpretive talk: 
 

The belief that colonial peoples never bathed and smelled badly is just a myth.  People lived in 
close proximity to each other, wore heavy clothing, and worked in trades that often left them 
dirty.  Washing up was essential.  It’s true that what we call bathing, immersing yourself in 
warm water and washing, was rare.  To prepare a full bath would have required hauling, 
heating, and disposing of large volumes of water.  Add to that the general lack of privacy and 
personal space and it would be rare for someone to fully disrobe and take a bath but everyone 
would have washed up (generally with a basin and towel).  Furthermore, clothing would be 
laundered, dishes washed, floors scrubbed, and all manner of general cleaning happen in 
colonial households.  To do this, soap was required.  
 
While there were commercial manufacturers of soap in Europe, importing commodities like 
soap was something only the very rich could afford.  Most soap was made at home in a 
manner very similar to what we are doing here at Graeme Park.  This is not a task that would 
have been undertaken by a gentleman or the lady of the house.  Slaves would have done this 
sort of work and it would have been done outside. 
 
What I am presenting to you today is a perfected soap.  You must remember, however, that in 
the 18th Century, people did not have our understanding of chemistry (especially 
biochemistry) so why these reactions occur are a mystery.  Most soap recipes, even when 
made from seemingly the same stuff, were made by trial and error.  Soap is simple stuff.  It’s 
basically made of two materials, lye and fat, both of which are common in every colonial 
kitchen.  If you mix these materials together in the right proportions, you get soap.  That said, 
the process can be exasperating as Mrs. Elizabeth Norton (John Adams niece) wrote in 1799, 
“… forced to make a third batch as all before were wholly unfit for any use.” 



Soap Making at Graeme Park 

 
What I will make is make is a little different than what you will buy in the store today.  Most of 
the “soap” you buy today is not really soap but rather detergents made from petroleum.  
These are more effective cleansers and are cheaper and easier to make.  When you actually 
buy soap, like ivory or castile soaps, they are made today with caustic soda rather than lye so 
they are harder.  As these industrial soaps became popular at the end of the 19th century, 
making soap at home fell out of favor. 
 
Lye soap is not harsh, in fact depending on the fats you make the soap out of it can be 
considered emollient.  The soap we are going to make today made from vegetable oil 
(shortening).   In colonial times, we would have mostly used animal fats, tallow from cows and 
oxen, schmaltz from chickens and geese, and lard from pigs.  I am also using a lye solution that 
I prepared at home.  Lye or potash, is made by soaking our ashes in water.  The ashes from the 
fire are cooled, collected in barrels, and water is allowed to slowly run through these ashes 
dissolving the alkali salts that are left after the wood burns.    We know the lye solution in 
strong enough to make soap if an egg floats in it.  This is why people think lye soap is harsh, 
the process of making the lye, dissolving the wood ash, then boiling it down to make it 
concentrated, is dangerous (hence we aren’t showing that to you today).  Slaves who did this 
sometimes got burns. 
 
The process of making soap is not fast.  I will get it started today but this soap will need to 
cure overnight before I can cut it into cakes and won’t be ready to use for about a week.  For 
this reason, and because the fats needed were frequently available seasonally when animals 
were slaughtered, soap would be made in large quantities and stored.   
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Soap Making Instructions: 
 

Materials: (for 1 pound of ordinary soap) 
 

Solution #1 (prepare off-site) → 6 molar KOH 

• 170 ml water  

• 90 g Potassium Hydroxide (NOTE:  Dissolving KOH in water is 
EXOTHERMIC!  Be very careful.) 

• 4 g salt 

• 4 g sugar (note add this AFTER KOH solution has cooled or it will 
caramelize) 
 

Solution #2 (premeasure but melt on-site) 

• 300 g ordinary shortening (Crisco like) 

• 120 g Coconut oil  
 

Solution #3 (optional) 

• 10 g olive oil which has been infused with botanicals (ie cut some 
cedar fronds, rosemary, or other leafy herb and allow it to soak in 
olive oil for > 1 week). 
 

  Steps:  
1. Place solution #2 materials in the copper pail and warm over a fire until 

completely melted.  Do not over heat! 
2. Remove fats from the heat and slowly pour solution #2 into solution #1. 
3. Continue stirring until soap thickens (~20 min) then stir in solution #3.  Other 

fragrances and add ins like botanicals or pumice can be included at this time. 
4. Pour soap solution into molds.  
5. Allow to cure for at least one day before cutting.  Allow cut soap to fully cure 

for 2 weeks. 
 

 Equipment: 

• Wooden spoon 

• Small copper pail 

• Wooden soap mold 

• Waxed paper to line soap mold 
 

             The following needs to be acquired at Graeme Park 

• Firewood 

• “S” hooks to hang coppers from fireplace crane 


